


Background
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➢ FY2008, “e-Stat (Portal Site of Official Statistics of Japan)” started publishing  
statistics of government agencies (Format: Excel)

➢ FY2014, the API service started (Format: XML, JSON)
➢ FY2016, the statistical LOD site started 
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Reference 
e-Stat (https://www.e-stat.go.jp/)



What’s LOD
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★
make your stuff available on the Web (whatever 
format) under an open license

★★
make it available as structured data (e.g., Excel 
instead of image scan of a table)

★★★
use non-proprietary formats (e.g., CSV instead of 
Excel)

★★★★
use URIs to denote things, so that people can point 
at your stuff

★★★★★ link your data to other data to provide context(LOD)

Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the Web and Linked Data initiator, 
suggested a 5 star deployment scheme for Open Data

(Source: http://5stardata.info/)

Five Levels of Open Data Standardized technology
“World Wide Web Consortium(W3C)”

Resource Description Framework(RDF)
W3C Recommendation
1.0(22 February 1999) / 1.1(25 February 2014)

SPARQL Query Language(SPARQL)
W3C Recommendation
1.0(15 January 2008) / 1.1(21 March 2013)

Definition of data

Data search 

RDF Data Cube Vocabulary
W3C Recommendation
(16 January 2014)

Definition of multi-dimensional data

RDB to RDF Mapping Language(R2RML)
W3C Recommendation
(27 September 2012)

RDF Conversion





Statistical LOD at e-Stat (e-Stat LOD)

The e-Stat LOD uses RDF Data Cube Vocabulary

The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary is compatible with the cube model 
that underlies SDMX (Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange).

Each observation is described by using dimensions, measures, and 
attributes.
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Statistical LOD at e-Stat (e-Stat LOD)
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Example: The population of 44-year-old men in Kawaguchi-city in 2010 







Search in e-Stat LOD

Multiple datasets can be cross-searched

To search in e-Stat LOD, use SPARQL.
With SPARQL, you can cross-search 
multiple datasets.
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select ?pop ?estb ?birth
where {
?s estat-measure:population ?pop ;
cd-dimension:sex cd-code:sex-all ;
cd-dimension:nationality cd-code:nationality-japan ;
g00200521-dimension-2010:area g00200521-code-2010:area-all ;
cd-dimension:age cd-code:age-all ;
cd-dimension:timePeriod "2015"^^xsd:gYear ;
sdmx-dimension:refArea ?areacd.
?sc estat-measure:establishments ?estb ;
g00200552-dimension-2014:industryClassification g00200552-code-2014:industryClassification-A ;
g00200552-dimension-2014:legalOrganization g00200552-code-2014:legalOrganization-all;

cd-dimension:timePeriod "2014"^^xsd:gYear ;
sdmx-dimension:refArea ?areacd.
?o2 sdmx-measure:obsValue ?birth;
g00200502-dimension:indicator g00200502-code:indicator-A4101;
cd-dimension:timePeriod "2015"^^xsd:gYear ;
sdmx-dimension:refArea ?areacd.
?areacd dcterms:identifier "13000".
}











Performance optimization for SPARQL queries
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Database design to improve SPARQL query performance

✓ We adopted the following three methods to achieve acceptable SPARQL  
performance even if there are more than billions of triples.

i. Storing each statistical dataset triples into different “models”
ii. Multi-process parallel processing for SPARQL query
iii. Multilayered caching of data in database and fuseki servers









Summary and Future work
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✓ Publication of the 1st statistical LOD in Japan

- 7 major statistics are published as LOD with Oracle Public Cloud
- Using a unified structure and vocabulary (RDF data cube)
- Linking our defined vocabulary to external vocabularies 

- RDF triples are generated by use of R2RML from relational tables
- GeoSpatial triples are integrated and published as LOD

✓ Performance optimization for SPARQL queries

- Storing each statistical dataset triples into different “models”
- Multi-process parallel processing for SPARQL query
- Multilayered caching of data in database and fuseki servers

✓ Future work

- Further expansion of statistics published as LOD
- Semi-automated generation of RDF triples from legacy statistical data 
- More user-friendly system

- Preparation of usage guides
- Enrichment of use cases (sample queries)

- Further improvement of SPARQL query performance 



Appendix
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AFTER LOGON ON DATABASE
BEGIN
IF (

SYS_CONTEXT('USERENV', 'SESSION_USER') IN (‘FusekiUserName’)
AND SYS_CONTEXT('USERENV', 'MODULE') = 'JDBC Thin Client‘ 

)
THEN

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE 'ALTER SESSION ENABLE parallel query’;
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE 'ALTER SESSION SET result_cache_mode=FORCE’;
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE 'ALTER SESSION SET optimizer_dynamic_sampling=11';

END IF;
END;

<#DataSetName> rdf:type oracle:Dataset;
oracle:connection
[ a oracle:OracleConnection ;

oracle:dataSourceName “DataSourceName"
];
oracle:hybridGraphs [ oracle:firstModel “ModelNameToCache" ;

oracle:populateWithDBData "true";
oracle:sqlReadDOP 8;
oracle:maxQuadsAllowed 500000 ] .

Example of config.ttl (Smart Router)

Logon Trigger DDL




